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By Daniel Lang er

We are at a pivotal moment, and for many luxury brands it is the perfect storm: Growth rates are slowing  down and g etting
more in line with historic numbers, the transition to Gen Z is a headache for many brands, the sig nificant price increases many
brands implemented over the last 24 months are causing  client backlash, and the rate of chang e is increasing  dramatically and it
will be further accelerated throug h the emerg ence of artificial intellig ence (AI).

AI replaced the metaverse in creating  the next FOMO. There is practically no brand that is not contemplating  the use of AI and
millions of dollars are spent, many of them with questionable results.

Similar to the recent over-hype of the metaverse, my impression is that many brands are focusing  on the noise and overreacting
instead of taking  a strateg ic approach.

Meta missteps
Currently, we find ourselves in the era that eventually will be known as the g reat commoditization of AI, a phase marked by a rush
in adapting  g enerative AI at scale, driven by the enormous computing  power that already exists.

Technolog ies such as g enerative AI promise innovation, but often deliver little more than a superficial enhancement of existing
tools. Importantly, they are larg e lang uag e models, and depending  on what they are trained for, they can be of little use when
used outside of the trained context.

The predominant focus for many brands has shifted towards crafting  a better chatbot or a marg inally more personalized
shopping  experience, leading  to a landscape where differentiation becomes increasing ly challeng ing .

Remember, luxury is the opposite of commoditization, and yet brands race to commoditize the client experience with tools that
everyone is g oing  to use.

This scenario mirrors the enthusiasm and subsequent disillusionment with metaverse initiatives in 2021 and 2022, where
org anizations poured millions into virtual ventures that, for the most part, failed to deliver tang ible value.

The critical misstep here is the luxury sector's focus on AI-enhanced solutions over AI-enabled transformations. The distinction
between these approaches is not merely semantic, but foundational.
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AI-enhanced solutions refer to the incremental improvements in user interface and experience, leverag ing  AI to refine what
already exists. In contrast, AI-enabled solutions are g roundbreaking , leverag ing  the unique capabilities of AI to create entirely
new value propositions, business models and market opportunities that were previously inconceivable.

In the era of "more of the same," it's worth asking : What is the return on investment (ROI) of these AI activities? Are luxury brands
truly innovating  by deploying  AI-powered solutions, or are they caug ht in a cycle of incremental improvements that offer
diminishing  returns?

The luxury industry, known for its exclusivity and innovation, risks falling  into a trap of uniformity, where brands strug g le to
differentiate themselves in a market flooded with similar AI-enhanced experiences.

Looking  back at the investment in metaverse initiatives, the question of value creation becomes even more pertinent. Much like
the initial hype surrounding  the metaverse, the current fascination with AI runs the risk of leading  to substantial investments in
technolog y that fails to deliver on its promise of transformative chang e.

AI advantages
The key lesson here is not to shun technolog y, but to approach it with a strateg ic mindset focused on leverag ing  AI to enable
new forms of value creation rather than merely enhancing  existing  processes.

So what constitutes AI-enabled solutions that could become g ame chang ers for the luxury industry?

First and foremost, these solutions must g o beyond the conventional areas of customer service and product personalization.
Imag ine AI that can predict emerg ing  fashion trends by analyzing  vast datasets of cultural and social media cues, enabling
brands to be first-movers in capturing  the zeitg eist.

Another example is to make sense of the social sentiment to measure the brand story that the public perceives in real time. The
AI-powered technolog ies to do so have existed for more than five years, but few brands utilize them strateg ically and even fewer
to monitor the brand performance in real-time.

In one recent project for a major luxury fashion house, we were able to dissect the reason for their store traffic decline in a
flag ship location in the more powerful social media campaig ns of their local competitors. Without technolog ies like these, the
root cause could never have been identified.

Practically no luxury executive I have ever asked was able to tell me the development of the customer sentiment of their brand
over the last two to four weeks, which means most brands are manag ed without instruments to be able to anticipate
competitive moves and client sentiment chang es in real time.

Or, consider AI-driven supply chains that not only optimize efficiency, but also adapt in real time to shifts in consumer demand or
g lobal disruptions, ensuring  a level of ag ility and resilience that becomes a competitive advantag e.

Moreover, the integ ration of AI in creating  sustainable luxury, from optimizing  material use to reducing  waste throug h predictive
analytics, could redefine the industry's value proposition in an era increasing ly defined by environmental consciousness.

These are not mere enhancements, but transformative capabilities that can set brands apart in a crowded marketplace.

The luxury industry is experiencing  the most massive chang e, where the choice between AI-enhanced and AI-enabled strateg ies
will define the future landscape of luxury. The pursuit of g enuine innovation requires a bold reimag ining  of what AI can
accomplish, moving  beyond the commoditization of technolog y to embrace the possibilities of a truly AI-enabled future.

Are you ready?
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